NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS

DATE: 10/14/2015
POC: Kent C. Browning
    Chief, Waterway
    Section
    304-399-5239

NOTICE NUMBER: 5249
LOCAL NUMBER: 15-35
WATERWAY: KANAWHA RIVER
EFFECTIVE: 08/03/2015 06:00 thru 10/14/2015 06:00
EST

REVISION TO NOTICE TO NAVIGATION 15-33
REVISED MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE FOR 2015
HUNTINGTON DISTRICT

Reference Notice to Navigation Interests 15-33, dated 15 September 2015. Effective immediately, notice is given that the main chamber miter gate repairs have been completed. Winfield Locks and Dam main chamber is now open.

//signed//

JAMES W. SHINER JR.
Chief, Technical Support Branch